Libertarianism

Libertarianism
A modern extension of the classical liberal tradition, libertarianism is the political ideology of voluntarism, a commitment
to voluntary action in a social context, the rule of law, and the
free exchange of goods, services, and ideas. Most libertarians
tend to reject the left-right divisions of conventional politics; it is typical to find libertarian thinkers and sympathizers
opposing government intervention in both the economic
and social spheres. For example, Chicago school economist
Milton Friedman was a strong free market advocate, a position often identified as right-wing, but he was also in favor
of legalizing prostitution and the sale of illicit drugs and
was among the foremost critics of military conscription—
positions often identified with the left-wing.
Despite its unique challenge to the left-right political
spectrum, libertarianism includes a diverse array of thinkers:
old right critics of the New Deal such as John T. Flynn, H.
L. Mencken, Albert Jay Nock, and Isabel Paterson; Austrianschool economists such as Freidrich A. Hayek, Ludwig von
Mises, and Murray Rothbard; objectivist philosopher Ayn
Rand and those neo-Aristotelians who were influenced by
her, including Douglas J. Den Uyl, Tibor R. Machan, and
Douglas B. Rasmussen, among others.
Many contemporary libertarians draw inspiration from the
classical liberalism of John Locke and the American founders,
and their stress on the individual’s rights to life, liberty, private
property, and the pursuit of happiness. Others, such as Hayek,
draw from the evolutionary insights of Scottish Enlightenment thinkers, such as Adam Smith, Adam Ferguson, and
David Hume, conservative thinkers such as Edmund Burke,
Austrian theorists such as Carl Menger, and systems theorists
such as Herbert Spencer, all of whom saw the free society as a
spontaneous order, the emergent product of social interaction
but not of deliberate human design.
Hayek argued further that free markets were necessary to
rational economic calculation. He indicted socialism and central planning as constructivist rationalist systems dependent on
a pretense of knowledge. In such books as The Road to Serfdom
(), Hayek maintained that state intervention undermines
individual choice and personal responsibility. When the state
exerts a decisive influence over the direction of social life, state
power becomes the only power worth having, and this must
necessarily lead to the dominance of those who are most adept
at wielding such power.
Mises was even more adamant in his opposition to state
interventionism. An Austrian-school economist, Mises advocated laissez-faire capitalism, viewing private property and free
markets as indispensable to the rational assessment of relative
scarcities and to the flourishing of entrepreneurial innovation.
He saw government intervention in the economy as destabilizing the market price system and the delicate, interwoven
structure of production. His theory of business cycles rooted
the phenomena of inflation and unemployment in government manipulation of the money supply.
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The profoundly influential libertarian Murray N. Rothbard, a student of Mises, further developed the Misesian business cycle theory, focusing on its class dynamics. For Rothbard,
central banking creates a structure of class privilege, in which
systematic inflation of the money supply causes not only the
boom-bust cycle but also a fundamental redistribution of
wealth to some groups at the expense of others.
Rothbard sought to construct a science of liberty. He integrated Austrian economics with a neo-Aristotelian view of
human nature and a neo-Lockean perspective on individual
rights, grounded in the right of self-ownership. On the basis of
a nonaggression axiom that no one has a right to initiate the
use of force against others, Rothbard argued that the state was
a fundamentally aggressive institution, opposed to individual
rights as such. He advocated an anarchocapitalist alternative
in which even judicial and defense services were provided by
market forces, regulated only by an overarching libertarian
law code barring the use of initiatory force from social relations. (An alternative form of anarchocapitalism is endorsed by
David Friedman, son of Milton Friedman, whose  book
Machinery of Freedom advocates anarchism on consequentialist,
rather than natural law, grounds.)
Rothbard’s anarchism was influenced by a nineteenth century strain of individualist anarchist thought, which includes
theorists such as Lysander Spooner and Benjamin Tucker.
Spooner, a lawyer and abolitionist, argued that the U.S. Constitution had no authority; Tucker opposed state-sanctioned
monopolies and was an advocate of unabridged free trade.
Rothbard also integrated insights from an array of old right
critics of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal, all of whom
have had various degrees of influence on contemporary libertarianism. The old right thinkers (including John T. Flynn,
Rose Wilder Lane, Albert Jay Nock, H. L. Mencken, and Isabel Paterson) repudiated the New Deal’s massive intervention
into American economic life. Nock’s distinction between state
power and social power, in particular, influenced Rothbardian and other libertarian perspectives on the essential polarity
between state and market. The old right thinkers were also
typically antiwar and anti-imperialist, crafting an opposition
to the welfare-warfare state that was echoed in later years by
certain new left revisionist thinkers, who also exerted a certain
degree of influence on modern libertarianism.
Rothbardian libertarianism had a crucial impact on Robert
Nozick, whose  book Anarchy, State, and Utopia was written partly as a response to anarchocapitalist arguments. In this
book, which won the National Book Award in , Nozick
defended not only the libertarian minimal state but also all
capitalist acts between consenting adults.
Another important influence on contemporary libertarianism is novelist and philosopher Ayn Rand. Author of The
Fountainhead () and Atlas Shrugged (), Rand formally
rejected the libertarian label, not only because she was a critic
of anarchocapitalists, but also because she believed that libertarians failed to appreciate the larger philosophic and cultural
context necessary to the achievement of human freedom. Her
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Li Dazhao

defense of capitalism as an unknown ideal views freedom as
an intellectual, political, cultural, and economic achievement.
Her antipathy to libertarianism notwithstanding, Rand still
had a decisive impact on a whole school of neo-Aristotelian
libertarian writers, such as Den Uyl, Machan, Rasmussen, and
others, who have carried on her legacy as advocates of both
free minds and free markets.

revolution led by the peasantry against the exploitation and
oppression of foreign imperialism. His ideas formed the core
of the communist philosophy that inspired Mao Zedong’s
successful struggle against the Kuomintang. After his death Li
became a venerated martyr in communist hagiography.
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Li Dazhao
Li Dazhao (–), also known as Li Ta-Chao, was the
cofounder of the Chinese Communist Party and the mentor
of Communist leader Mao Zedong. After studying at Waseda
University in Tokyo, Li became an editor of the magazine
Hsin sch’ing-nien (New Youth). In  he was appointed chief
librarian of Peking University and in  he became concurrently professor of history. Inspired by the success of the
Russian Revolution in , Li became a Marxist and hailed
the Bolsheviks in his  articles “The Victory of Bolshevism” and “The Victory of the Masses.” In turn Li influenced
many of his students, one of whom was Mao Zedong, who
was then employed by Li as his library clerk.
When the Marxist study groups he led evolved into the
Chinese Communist Party in , Li was instrumental in carrying out the orders of the Communist International and acting as the liaison with the Kuomintang. He was also one of the
leaders of the May Fourth Movement, the followers of which
sought reform of China’s traditional culture. Li’s leadership
role was limited to North China. In  he was seized at the
Soviet Embassy in Beijing, where he had taken refuge, and he
was hanged by Manchurian warlord Chang Tsolin.
Li was more of a theoretician than a strategist. He was
intensely nationalistic and was unwilling to wait for the international proletarian revolution to liberate China. Therefore,
he played down the doctrine of the proletarian class struggle.
The communist revolution, in Li’s thinking, was a populist
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Lieber, Francis
Francis (Franz) Lieber (–) was an immigrant to the
United States, yet he conceived, edited, and largely wrote the
Encyclopedia Americana () in the early nineteenth century.
Born in Berlin, Germany, Lieber fought in the Prussian army
during the Napoleonic Wars (–) and was wounded
at the Battle of Waterloo on June , . After leaving the
army, he completed his doctorate at the University of Jena.
Afterward, having acquired a reputation in Germany as a liberal agitator, he found it prudent to decamp with a crusade
to liberate Greece from Ottoman rule. He returned from that
abortive mission and attempted to enter academic professions
in Prussia, but he was sufficiently suspect to be frequently
imprisoned. He left Prussia, initially settling in England before
relocating again to Boston, Massachusetts. Not quite two years
after his arrival he began the Americana, becoming America’s
interpreter of itself. He then allied with French historian and
philosopher Alexis de Tocqueville and French statesman Gustave de Beaumont, translating and annotating their  On
the Penitentiary System in the United States.
Lieber became a professor of history and politics at South
Carolina College (University of South Carolina) in  and
remained there until .This was a period of enormous productivity for him, but the approaching Civil War (–)
forced him to navigate between his liberal and antislavery
principles and his growing influence within state academic
and political establishments. During these years he published
Legal and Political Hermeneutics (), Manual of Political Ethics
(), Essays on Property and Labour (), and On Civil Liberty and Self-government (). The last of these major works
tacitly replied to Southern politician John Calhoun, whose A
Disquisition on Government and A Discourse on the Constitution
and Government of the United States provided the intellectual
foundation for the secession movement. In his July , ,
“Address on Secession” Lieber argued in principle against
secession but without making an antislavery argument. At that
point the debate was between South Carolina acting with
cooperating states or acting alone. Lieber bolstered the argument of the cooperationists, who later prevailed.

